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A fascinating essay explores legal pluralism in the
context ofHBC operations in the West. Here was a company given a Royal Charter to assert an imperial presence
in a new territory and establish a trading relationship
redounding to the benefit of the Crown and its subjects.
What sort of legal relations prevailed in this setting? Paul
Nigol explores several patterns, all of them made possible
by the enormous discretion enjoyed by HBC officials
stationed far from home and left to their own devices.
Did master-servant law apply? Or were posts run according to the rules of the Royal Navy? Different regimes
operated in different places. As for company relations
with aboriginals, Russell Smandych argues that officials
sometimes attempted to civilize the local population by
bringing them under the sway of British law, but often allowed aboriginal restitutionary practices to prevail, even
when British law called for far more severe sanctions.
Of course, the settlement of the West was bound up
in a process of modernization involving the penetration
of the region by the efficient administrative state. This
required a disciplining of the region's people by means of
law, police, and education. Essays by Greg Marqis, Lin
and Brannigan, Tristan Goodman, and John McLaren
explore this theme. Many essays in this volume suggest
that, while the state did indeed penetrate and develop
the region according to the broad themes we associate
with modernization, the details reveal a more haphazard,
messy process of adaptation, improvisation, and manipulation. Thomas M.J. Bateman, Department of Political
Science, St. Thomas University, New Brunswick.

The Other Alberta: Decoding a Political Enigma. By
Doreen Barrie. Regina, SK: Canadian Plains Research
Center, 2006. xiv + 146 pp. Illustrations, bibliography,
index. $12.95 paper.
Doreen Barrie should have subtitled this book "Advocating a Different Identity" because this is its basic thrust.
In Barrie's view, today's wealthy, modern, and expansive
Alberta should abandon its historic grievances and hostility towards Ottawa. Instead, it should embrace a new
narrative emphasizing "the positive qualities Albertans
possess . . . the contributions the province has made to
the country . . . and that Albertans share fundamental
Canadian values with people in other parts of Canada and
are eager to playa larger role on the national stage."
In support of this agenda, Barrie focuses on the political culture of Alberta and two particular arguments.
The first is that prominent provincial policies such as the
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Social Credit initiatives of the late 1930s and the more
recent pursuit of Senate reform represent self-serving
expedients on the part of political elites much more than
the will of the people. Second, she argues that social
values and government policies in Alberta resemble Canadian norms more than is usually recognized. These two
propositions make her vision more plausible than might
otherwise appear.
They will prove frustrating, however, for the general
audience Barrie has chosen to address since refuting
conventional stereotypes is not the same as replacing
them with a coherent description of political culture in
Alberta. Barrie offers many useful insights, such as her
effective debunking of the myth of Alberta's populism.
Yet she presents these insights in such a fragmentary
way that they neither paint a portrait of Alberta's present political culture that a generalist reader would comprehend nor convince readers that this culture makes
the Alberta vision she advocates likely rather than just
plausible.
Her political culture approach brings both strengths
and weaknesses to Barrie's analysis. Undoubtedly,
Alberta's enduring cultural construction of Ottawa as
the predatory "other" and the resultant need for political solidarity within Alberta that Barrie identifies go a
long way to explaining single party dominance in the
province. The approach is less persuasive in explaining
how the events of the first Social Credit administration, to
which Barrie devotes an inordinate amount of attention,
connect to the present. Indeed, she even acknowledges
that the 1947 discovery of massive oil reserves "virtually delet[ed] from the collective memory what had gone
before." This observation and the huge influx to Alberta
of people socialized elsewhere should lead the reader to
wonder whether a political economy approach might better explain Alberta's sense of its place in Confederation
than does the political culture approach.
In other words, Alberta's objective economic interests
have diverged historically from those of central Canada.
Central Canada's preeminent political power has produced national policies that have disadvantaged Alberta.
Central Canada will continue at least to attempt such policies in the future, particularly if energy prices continue
to rise. In failing to acknowledge these realities and in
devoting so little attention either to the positive cultural
factors in today's Alberta or to developments in Canadian
federalism that should protect Alberta, Barrie's call for
a new Alberta narrative is laudable, but not persuasive.
Gurston Dacks, Department of Political Science, University of Alberta.

